Aggressive, Metastatic Squamous Cell Carcinoma After a 46-Year-Old History of Chronic Osteomyelitis and Local Infectious Complications: A Case Report

Abstract

Marjolin’s ulcer is a squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) arising from any site of established chronic inflammation, especially with presence of scar tissue. An emblematic case report of locally disseminated SCC arising from a chronic osteomyelitis of the left leg complicated by recurring soft tissue infections lasting since 46 years is presented and discussed according to the available international literature evidence. Concurrent diseases, supporting factors, clinical and histopathological presentation, differential diagnosis, and time and mode of management of this potentially functional- and life-threatening pathological condition are reviewed and discussed to offer a theme to daily clinical care.
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INTRODUCTION

Skin tumors are the most frequent cancers in the world [1]. Even though ultraviolet radiation coming from the sun is the main responsible, scars are recognized as another important cause of tumorigenesis.

Among skin cancers arising in scars, squamous cell carcinomas—SCCs are the most frequent (71%), followed by basal cell carcinomas—BCCs (12%, more common in male patients), and cutaneous melanomas (6%, more common in female patients) [1,2]. They mainly arise in burns experienced during childhood.

Marjolin’s disease refers to an infrequent, aggressive ulcerating SCC presenting in a body surface area which has been previously interested for a long time by traumatized, chronically inflamed, infected, or scarred skin [3-5]. The term “Marjolin’s ulcer” was named after the French surgeon Jean-Nicolas Marjolin (born 1780, died 1850), who reported for the first time this condition in the year 1828, when assessing non-healing ulcers developing in burn scars [6,7]. The term was later enforced by J.C. De Costa, as reported by the dermatologist C. Steffen in the year 1984 [6]. Although the mentioned Author initially did not specifically describe cancer or SCC [6], the term “Marjolin’s ulcer” is now com-

Why do we Describe This Case

Patients affected by chronic osteomyelitis are treated and monitored for a long time. However, often physicians don’t consider the underlying risk of local and disseminated carcinogenesis. Conversely, a prompt detection could be greatly beneficial for patients’ survival.
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led to leg amputation in a patient with an ex-

plicated by metastatic localizations, which

caused by infectious processes and superin-

fections in sinus tracts from hidradenitis suppurativa,

nal granuloma, syphilitic lesions, and small-

pox vaccination scars. They also may occur in sinuses from hidradenitis suppurativa,

acne congloabata, and especially osteomyelitis (and its chronic draining sinuses and fistulae caused by infectious processes and superinfections, as well as long-lasting ulcerating scar tissue of non-united fractures) [3,9-14].

Here we report a case of severe SCC com-

plicated by metastatic localizations, which

led to leg amputation in a patient with an ex-

temely long history of chronic osteomyelitis who underwent numerous medical and sur-

gical interventions during a 46-year period.

**CASE DESCRIPTION**

A 62-year-old male patient had a 46-year-

long history of chronic left tibial and pero-
noreal osteomyelitis, after a traumatic, severe, and exposed fracture occurred at the age of 16. Since the first episode, the event be-
came complicated by an osteomyelitis, and a relapsing, complicated, and sometimes gangrenous infection of soft tissues close to the previous bone fracture site.

Over 20 orthopedic/surgical interventions became necessary to stabilize the bone con-
tinuity, and to remove relapsing local infec-
tious foci. In fact, despite endless cycles of antimicrobial chemotherapy, treatment with hyperbaric oxygen therapy, and repeated surgical stabilization and curettage inter-
ventions, relapsing episodes of fistulation occurred in the recent three years, with iso-
lation of different bacterial microorganisms. Before hospitalization in our Department of Infectious Diseases, two Gram-negative multiresistant pathogens including *Pseudo-

monas aeruginosa* and *Citrobacter freundii* were cultured from a draining fistula, and the infection was treated with combined piper-

acillin-tazobactam (18 g/day in 24-hour i.v. continued infusion), and levofloxacin (500 mg, twice daily orally).

On the ground of the slowly progressive improvement of both local and systemic signs of infection (with reduced secretions, almost normalized serum C-reactive protein levels and other inflammation indexes), orth-

opedics and plastic surgeons finally evalu-

ated the possibility of a combined approach, aimed at eliminating residual necrotic areas and bone sequestrations, checking and event-
ually enhancing tissue vascularization, and trying a reconstructive surgical approach of skin and skin structures. In this view, an arteriography was also performed, which showed an obstruction of the proximal tract of the left interbone artery, and two moder-
ate stenotic tracts of the median third of posterior tibial artery.

At the time of hospitalization in our De-

partment of Infectious Diseases, the patient suffered from a severe local pain, and pre-

sented enlarged ulcerations with a necrotic basis and abundant malodorous secretions at his left leg, in absence of fever and sys-

temic signs and symptoms. Antibiotic treat-

ment included i.v. piperacillin-tazobactam at 18 g/day, plus levofloxacin 500 mg, two times a day. The intense pain was poorly controlled by opioids, plus paracetamol, and gabapentin for paresthesia. A computerized tomography (CT) of the left leg disclosed a remarkable rarefaction of bone tissue, espe-
cially of the peroneal one, which contrain-
dicated an eventual bone reconstruction. The underlying neoplastic complication was al-

**Figure 1. Chronic osteomyelitis of the distal portion of the left leg of our patient.** The X-ray image shows a structural bone alteration of the distal tibia, with areas of bone rarefaction close to areas of bone sclerosis due to the sequelae of the inveterate osteomyelitic process. Inside the osteomyelitic areas, a remarkable osteodysis is appreciable, which leads to the disappearance of the distal portion of fibula, and that of the cortical, posterior-lateral tibial margins, attributable to the invasivity by the overwhelming SCC of the skin.
ready suspected by a conventional X-ray study of the limb (Figure 1).

During the same week, a sequestrectomy was performed with removal of necrotic remnants of leg bones and close tissues, together with a further revision of soft tissue infection foci, completed with a skin biopsy.

Unfortunately, the skin biopsy of the chronic cutaneous ulcer and the subsequent histopathological studies confirmed an already extensive and infiltrating SCC. An immediate staging of this malignancy was performed by a thoracic, abdominal, and pelvis CT, and a positron-emission tomography (PET), which identified multiple enlarged regional lymph nodes. Our patient immediately underwent local surgery for skin cancer and local lymph node removal, but histopathology studies disclosed that all left inguinal lymph nodes, and left internal and external iliac artery lymph nodes tested positive for multiple metastatic localizations of the SCC. As a consequence, an amputation of the left leg at his upper third was promptly performed, and the treatment of cancer has been completed with multiple local radiotherapy cycles. A chemotherapy approach will be based upon an instrumental re-staging of the advanced neoplastic disease. At the time of writing, our patient is still undergoing his therapeutic pathway.

**DISCUSSION**

A local transformation of persistently inflamed cutaneous tissue close to scars and chronic inflammatory and infectious processes (including osteomyelitis and its complications) may be retrieved with stable or increasing frequency in the context of chronic wounds including burn injuries, skin ulcers descending from burns [4], venous stasis, post-radiotherapy scars, and especially ulcers from chronic osteomyelitis and its long-lasting sequelae [3,11], as also confirmed by extensive Italian experiences conducted in the reference tertiary center of Bologna, Italy (Rizzoli Orthopedic University Hospital) [12,13].

Anyhow, the intrinsic pathogenetic pathways for this malignant transformation are still poorly known. One suggestion is that previously traumatized skin may be more susceptible to mutation, and that fibrotic and avascular scar tissue may interfere with immune surveillance, resulting in the inability of peripheral lymphocytes and monocyte-macrophage cells to recognize, reach, and destroy neoplastic cells [15].

In a nosographic perspective, R.J. Esther [3] underlined some major differences between a “true” Marjolin’s ulcer, and a malignant skin transformation arising in a sinus of chronic osteomyelitis. In particular, according to this Author:
- in the event of Marjolin’s ulcer, the size of lesion is large, the lymph nodes are involved, and the prognosis is poor;
- in the event of osteomyelitis sinuses, the size of lesion is small, the lymph nodes are not involved, and the outcome is more favorable [3].

However, both clinical and pathological presentation and outcome of these two proposed forms of malignant degeneration of chronic cutaneous ulcerative/inflammatory lesions are largely overlapping in the daily clinical practice, as demonstrated by our case report, where prominent osteomyelitis-associated complications, bone sequestrations, and draining fistulations were present, together with ulcerating skin lesions and multiple superinfections: the prognosis was poor, due to an extensive lymph node spread of SCC.

Anyway, a SCC developing on chronic skin lesions seems to have a greater incidence of metastasis (estimated to occur in 9% to 36% of cases), as compared to the same form of carcinoma arising in previously normal skin (with secondary lymph node localizations complicating 1% to 10% of episodes). Squamous skin cancer which develops on top of draining sinuses and ulcers seems to be more aggressive than the *sensu stricto* “Marjolin’s ulcer” of skin scars occurring on previous burns, in absence of concurrent local inflammatory diseases, like a chronic osteomyelitis [16,17].

From a clinical point of view, the disease presents as a slowly growing, painless ulcerated lesion, since the ulcer is usually not associated with nerve tissue involvement, so that it is usually indolent, thus leading to a frequently missed or delayed diagnosis. The lesions exhibit exuberant granulation tissue that spills over their well-defined margins onto the surrounding tissue. In around 40% of cases these lesions involve the lower extremities, and since the malignant change of these long-lasting wounds is usually painless, and happens a very long time after initial trauma or local disease (up to 20-32 years.
later, with one case reported 70 years after the supporting disease had been identified [18], its evolution is particularly insidious and may become life-threatening (in up to 80% of cases), if it is not recognized and treated promptly.

In particular, Marjolin's ulcers and related diseases have a particularly aggressive course (especially when compared with their extremely slow transformation process), enclosing greater rates of recurrence and overall metastatic lesions, as opposed to other forms of SCC. As a consequence, the estimated five-year survival rate of involved patients is around 30% only.

Actually, the SCC is per se the second leading cause of skin cancer death after melanoma, and it represents the second most common type of cutaneous cancer after basal cell carcinoma. Moreover, the time of development of malignancy is inversely proportionally to patient's age, so that also this last feature, together with the characteristic indolent-chronic appearance, often leads to a delayed recognition, and a consequently worse outcome.

The clinical-pathological differential diagnosis of these cases of “secondary” SCC and Marjolin's ulcer is extremely broad, and should include any non-healing ulcer such as venous stasis ulcers, diabetic ulcers, arterio-vascular ulcers, pyoderma gangrenosum, or ulcerative cutaneous lesions secondary to other disease (i.e. burns, osteomyelitis, and multiple chronic dermatological disorders) [3,9-11,14].

A wedge biopsy of the lesion is the more affordable method of diagnosis. Tissue specimens obtained should be taken from both the center and margins of suspected lesions, as the central ulcerative areas may often show only necrotic material. Histologically, the tumor is represented by a well-differentiated SCC in around 95% of cases, although basal cell carcinoma, melanoma, and sarcomas may be also present occasionally. The malignancy is aggressive in nature, since it usually spreads locally to close areas, and is associated with a poor functional or life prognosis in many cases [7,12]. The local lymphatic vessel disruption has been thought to preserve from a lymphatic spread of cancer cells [12,19], but this event does not happen in long-term, advanced disease presentations, like ours.

Lifeso and Bull introduced a three-grade histopathological classification of SCC of the extremities: grade I (well differentiated form), grade II (moderately differentiated), and grade III (poorly differentiated form), and they found that this staging played a very relevant prognostic role [9].

There is limited evidence on what percentage of treatment-resistant, non-healing ulcers reveals a malignancy. Thus, experts recommend biopsy (i.e. wedge-shaped biopsy of the borders or multiple punch biopsies), of any non-healing ulcer resistant to standard interventions, to rule out malignant transformation.

Once diagnosed, wide excision followed by skin grafting is recommended. The radical treatment is based on a timely surgical excision, with a wide removal of the lesion, desiring margins of at least 1 cm all around the visible region. Although autologous skin grafting remains the gold standard of management, bioengineered skin substitutes such as cultured autologous and allogeneic keratinocyte grafts, composites, cellular and acellular matrices, and living skin substitutes, also have been shown to stimulate healing by acting as an occlusive dressing while releasing tissue growth factors and cytokines.

Elective, regional lymph node dissection has been suggested because of the proportionally elevated rate of lymph node metastasis, especially when lymph nodes are palpable or demonstrated with imaging techniques (as in our case), while it remains a controversial procedure in the absence of palpable nodes [12].

Finally, limb amputation may be recommended for recurrent disease, or when a Marjolin's ulcer and related disorders are associated with underlying osteomyelitis, when wide local excision will cause or will not outweigh a major functional disability. From an oncological standpoint, amputation does not seem to be superior to wide local excision, in terms of global disease outcome [20].

A long-term follow-up is recommended in all cases of Marjolin's disease and associated diseases leading to the development of an aggressive SCC. The majority of available patient series indicate that the incidence of relapse ranges from 20% to 50%, and a 1980 study recorded that 98% of all recurrences were observed within three years of excision [21]. Most disease recurrences are regional in site, but metastases to the brain, liver, lung, kidney, and distant lymph nodes have been also reported. Novick recorded a 54% rate of metastases
from lower limbs, and this rate was more than twice the metastatic index from any other primary site of "secondary" SCC [22]. In the same study, the overall three-year survival rate of involved patients was quite low (66%) [22]. Barr and Menard [20] reported a comparable five-year survival rate of 60% after wide excision, rising to 69% after limb amputation. If regional lymph nodes are interested (as happened in our patient), the three-year survival rate is expected to drop to around one half (approximately 35%) [20]. Unfortunately, no sufficient evidence is present in the literature regarding the role of radiotherapy and chemotherapy in the management of this disease, so that the follow-up of our patient after his surgical intervention remains unpredictable.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, the presence of chronic ulcers and draining sinuses after orthopedic surgery may prompt a rare case of Marjolin’s ulcer or related disorders, including progression towards an aggressive SCC. Awareness about this disease and its complications and outcome, and an elevated suspicion risk are essential, when chronic cutaneous ulcers are present and infectious or bleedy drainages, increased size, or pain persist in a mid-long-term time span. A prompt diagnosis and management of these slow-progressing, but ultimately potentially life-threatening, malignancies remains a mandatory behavior for all interested specialists and health caregivers working with patients at risk for malignant transformation of chronic cutaneous lesions.

**Key Points**
- Patients affected by chronic osteomyelitis should be considered at risk for local and disseminated cancerogenesis
- The presence of chronic fistulae increases the risk of this complication
- These patients should be treated by a multidisciplinary approach
- Repeated skin biopsies and histopathology are mandatory
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